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**Question:** where should we allocate shared data?

Diagram: Diagram showing a process of reading data, followed by a conditional check (if fail) and then a CAS operation.
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1. *New tool* revealing NUMA’s effects on **lock-free** algorithms

2. *Case studies* of two machines:
   - AMD Opteron 6278 (Interlagos)
   - Intel Xeon E7-8867 v4 (Broadwell-EX)
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Problem: schedule depends on complex hardware details
- cache coherence protocol
- interconnect routing policy
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Visit distance: number of other visits between two visits to the same module
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**Setup:** all nodes running, target on N0

- **Module on N0 (distance 0)**
  - Round-robin order!
  - ... with skips on N0

- **Module on N4 (distance 1)**

- **Module on N7 (distance 2)**
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Larger distance $\Rightarrow$ longer module visit
Potential Explanation
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... even though target always in some module’s L1!
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Same effects occur with just one node
Intel Broadwell-EX
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Major differences between machines
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Findings:
• NUMA can be unfair to local cores
• Schedule is decipherable!

https://github.com/cmuparlay/severus
AMD Interlagos
Read-CAS Experiments
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Unfairness at all atomic delays
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**Setup:** all nodes running, *targets on each node*

Remote beats local at all atomic delays